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LET THERE BE ROCK BAND 2
By Andrew Ho
Contributing Writer

Photo by Blake Israel / Student Publications

Kyra Key, 2nd-year ME major, rocks out on
bass guitar to Bon Jovi’s “Livin’ on a Prayer.”

The seemingly flimsy, plastic guitar controller should be quite familiar to
most people these days who are acquainted with the concept of television, and
the formula of rocking out on your TV just gets better with Harmonix’s latest,
Rock Band 2.
For those who may not be familiar with the genre in question, goodness forbid,
rhythm games made a particularly big splash in today’s culture with the advent of
Guitar Hero just a scant three years ago. Since then, fans and beginners have had more
and more songs and ways to bring out their inner rock star, culminating in the Rock
Band series, which incorporates a microphone for vocals, a drum set and a bass
track in addition to the guitar controller, ending up with one of the best games you
could find at a party (unless Twister or Pictionary is your thing).
To be fair though, Rock Band 2 doesn’t do much to revolutionize or change the
formula its predecessor set, but adds a good bit of polish and functionality, as well
as a truckload of new songs to jam to. The set list is quite impressive and varies with
classics ranging from the 1960’s and 1970’s with The Who and Fleetwood Mac, up
to the 1990’s and beyond with garage and grunge music from Red Hot Chili Peppers
and Beastie Boys. A good injection of heavy metal and pop music comes next with
Megadeth, Metallica, Modest Mouse and the like. As if this wasn’t enough, you can
import all the songs from the first Rock Band game and any songs you downloaded
from Xbox Live, bringing the grand total up past a whopping 300 songs to shuﬄe
through.
There is plenty more for players to eagerly sink their teeth into, as not only have the
tracks from Rock Band been tuned up slightly, the new tracks have plenty to offer as
well. The guitar tracks range from easy-going for beginners, right up to blister-inducing
for those diehards who’d complained that guitar tracks from Rock Band were too easy.
There’s now a ‘Drum Trainer’ mode as well for those upcoming drummers to practice
their beats and fills, and the vocals are devoid of the minute yells and shouts that could
make or break a band.
While the graphics remain generally the same, filters and effects have been added
to make each performance play out like a music video, and the number of venues
to play at have been upped, with places like Beijing and Istanbul to tour. Avatar
customization has also been tweaked nicely, allowing me to get my mohawked,
Viking-esque guitarist on the stage and playing within minutes.
Speaking of worldwide locations, the long-awaited feature of allowing players to play in the ‘World Tour’ mode together through Xbox Live has been added,
allowing bands to play their way across the world while unlocking rides, staff and
venues, and taking steps towards international fame. Another step up from the previous title is the inclusion of “Challenge Mode” and “Battle of the Bands,” modes which
allow players to truly test their skills, or simply have fun, depending on their mood.
As of this time, I have yet to play with the new instruments that were bundled with
the special edition, but the improvements they’ve made are certainly worth looking into
when they’re sold separately later on. While turning up the sound on your TV is bound
to annoy your neighbors with your jam session (as you should do, of course), it’s equally
advised to invite them in for a game or two. Even without any leaps and bounds made into
the rhythm game genre, Rock Band 2 is undoubtedly on top of the game when it comes to
getting the party started.

Abrams’ Fringe provides edgy, supernatural thrills
By Philip Tharp
Senior Staﬀ Writer

The two-hour pilot of
Fringe managed to hold my
interest throughout despite its
slightly hackneyed script and
somewhat bland acting.
Co-creator J.J. Abrams
grabbed my attention with Lost
four years ago, and although
his new venture in television
isn’t nearly as exciting, Fringe
presents some cool ideas and
shows definite promise for the
forthcoming season.
The creators reportedly had
$10 million to work on the pilot episode, making it the most
expensive pilot in television
history, and it shows through
creative special effects and
large production sets. The scifi/mystery television show is

often reminiscent of The X-Files,
with a dash of mystery à la Lost,
and it appears as though it will reveal its plot through the serialization style that has regained popularity in recent years (starting with
Lost and revisited by Heroes).
Without careful inspection,
the opening of the first episode appears as though it is taken straight
from Lost, as an airplane jolts
back and forth through heavy turbulence. However, before you instantly discount the show because
Lost never interested you, or fall
in love with it because you need
something to replace Lost until
the next season starts back up in
January, Fringe quickly separates
itself from the island drama and
ventures into new territory.
The show continues as a man
on the airplane unleashes some
sort of rapidly-infecting, tissue-

degrading disease, killing everyone on the plane and leaving
only bones covered by a thin
layer of skin. The FBI are soon
on the scene and the story introduces its main character, Olivia Dunham (Anna Torv, uninspired and somewhat forced).
The audience learns that she is in
a secret relationship with fellow
agent John Scott (Mark Valley,
clichéd).
It isn’t long before the action
kicks in and the two lovers are
sent to investigate a potential
suspect. In pursuit of the mysterious suspect, Agent Scott falls
victim to chemical components
of the bioterrorism weapon introduced on the plane. However, doctors retard the advancement of the disease, and the task
See Fringe, page 21

Image Courtesy of Fox Broadcasting Network

Joshua Jackson plays a doctor’s genius son (with an I.Q. of 190)
in J.J. Abrams (creator of Lost) latest sci-fi thriller, Fringe.
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BUZZworthy

Our most entertaining picks for your week

DVD: Risky Business: 25th Anniversary
Edition
It’s been too long since you’ve seen Tom
Cruise dance around in his underwear, and
Warner Brothers knows it. To remedy this
problem, WB has re-released this little gem to
celebrate the 25th anniversary of its original
release. For those unfamiliar with this eighties
classic, important plot aspects include a
Porsche, Princeton and prostitution. DVD
features include:
commentary with
Cruise, director Paul
Brickman and
producer Jon
Avnet; a
retrospective;
original screen
tests and the
director’s cut of
the ﬁnal scene.
.
arner Bros
Image Co

ur tesy of

W

TV: House
Everyone’s favorite cynical and canedependent doctor is back for a new
season. Tuesday, Sept. 16, marked the
beginning of the ﬁfth season of this
medical drama. Tensions have never
been higher between Wilson and
House due to Amber’s death. You can
catch House on Fox every Tuesday at
8 p.m.

Image Courtesy of DreamWorks Pictures

Movie: Ghost Town
Ricky Gervais has been kind to television. This witty Brit is the creator of The
Oﬃce as well as Extras. So what is this funny man up to now? Starring in a new
comedy where he can see ghosts after he has died and been brought back to
life, that’s what! David Koepp, director of suspense ﬂicks Stir of Echoes and
Secret Window, takes the helm in this quirky comedy. Starring alongside Gervais
are Greg Kinnear and Tea Leoni. Ghost Town opens everywhere today, so head
to the nearest theatre.

Album: Peter
Bjorn and John’s
Seaside Rock
Remember that
incredibly catchy
song with all the
whistling that was
in all those
commercials and
the movie 21?
Well, that song is
called “Young
Folks,” and the
band is Peter
Bjorn and John.
Image Courtesy of Almost Gold
Their 2006 album
Writer’s Block was heralded by critics and won over many new fans thanks to the
band’s pretty pop sensibilities. Catch their new album, Seaside Rock, this Sept. 23.

sliver
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I feel that this banging and shaking is work that could have been
done after 10:30 yesterday, when there was no work being done.
I feel that this was work that could have waited until next summer.
I feel like this was not the most urgent work that had to be done
immediately.
I feel the ground shaking.
I feel that these aren’t “hand chisels”
I’m putting in a housing request to stop all this noise.
A brick just shattered my window. I’m going to go sleep in the
MLR.
The noise is SO loud that people in ALASKA called to tell them
to STFU!
Will you just do the dishes already this is rediculous
I love you more then you love me.....sad
its always good to see old friends again, except when they are still
unavailable
i hope i see you again...
DCM is the son of Admirals; Nephew of Neptune.
“No! She ate my pancakes! This relationship is over!”
DCM’s poop is used as currency in Argentina
“All she wants to do is have sex! I’m not sure I’m interested.”
Return the Haitian and nothing immoral will happen to the persian rug. don’t test us.
To guy with the PBF Anti-Skub shirt: Watch your back...
I am in love with you...even if you’re going to leave me in the
woods.
sorry no dillon references last week
frat castles are da bomb
his middle name is hot sauce
You always left me smiling and satisfied . . . TTWS
Correction: TWSS
gary and dillon loving it up in rm 10
why is garys door always locked? just ask dillon
Palin is dropping bombs like a B-52
jake is a closet emo who thinks too much about life

Image Courtesy of Fox Broadcasting Network

Game: Star Wars: The Force Unleashed
The Star Wars video game franchise is, let’s say, inconsistent. Though some games
are worthy of the Jedi (Knights of the Old Republic), others belong in the depths of
Dagobah. The Force Unleashed is the newest installment to the series, and
attention is ﬁnally
given to an aspect of
the Star Wars
universe that has
been inexplicably
glossed over in most
games. Controlling
the Force is
absolutely something
gamers want, and
hopefully this game
will deliver. Star Wars:
The Force Unleashed
Image Courtesy of LucasArts
was released Sept. 16.
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Square Enix’s Infinite Undiscovery falls short of expectations

By Kristin Hanson
Contributing Writer

Finally, Microsoft has heard
the call from gamers everywhere
for the Xbox 360 to become a
more RPG-friendly console.
With very few games of this
genre on the Xbox 360, the recently released Japanese RPG Infinite Undiscovery from Square
Enix was highly anticipated.

While the game hits some high
points, it is obvious that Microsoft
hasn’t raised the bar quite yet for
the new generation consoles.
Infinite Undiscovery, at a
glance, is a beautifully crafted
world with engaging character
development and a fast paced,
real-time battle system that keeps
players on their toes.
While fans of the classic Final
Fantasy RPG and the like might

through dungeons are important
aspects. However, Infinite Undiscovery has several flaws that,
at times, make this gameplay less
than enjoyable.
When given a mission with
vague location descriptions coupled with a large world map, it
can get discouraging retracing the
same paths looking for the nook
or cranny you need.
The battle system, since it is in
real-time, utilizes artificial intelligence for your other party members, which can get frustrating.
If Capell dies, then the player
has no control over what the
other party members do and has
to watch how the battle pans out
without being able to access the
menu or issue orders.
Even when he is still alive,
opening the menu during a battle
does not pause the action, so you
had better be quick about it.
RPGs are historically known
for their lengthy playtime and
long, elaborate cut-scenes. Infinite
Undiscovery has the cut-scenes,
but only takes around 20 hours
to play through including side
quests.

sliver
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why is garys door always locked? just ask dillon
Palin is dropping bombs like a B-52
jake is a closet emo who thinks too much about life
dillon, the doctor called. Your test results are in . . turns out your
gay.
clint is faking . . . he just likes candy.
Dear clint, sometimes relationships are nashty.
GOT EM!
dillon, your knee is fine.
Burnouts, firearms, football and cheeseburgers . . . God Bless
America!
Audit GT Parking!!! Audit! Audit! Audit! Audit!
help me . . i’m melting in rm 8
turtles have a large body and small head
experience vs inexperience. Election 2008
basketball
sad day when freakin cop # 171091 doesnt stop for you in the
crosswalk
the girl in the Secret underarm deoderant commercials is SO
annoying,,,and such a skank.
Is it bad that I read the slivers just to see if anyone has written
about me?
free noise maker???...i was fine when my wednesdays weren’t
wacky
get silLEIGH
nashty
the career fair team was HOT!
Dollar Sixty-Five is the coolest house on campus.
Construction is done! Now I don’t have to walk by Chi Phi anymore!
4-square at the Campanille: 4:30 Tues., be there or be... square.
Sailing Team has our first regatta this w/e in Tampa!
The SugarfreeSailor is available... ladies?
Congrats Max on being old enough to sail hungover. (FBGP)
F.B.G.P.
My life is a string of T.F.M.s
We want Cody to punt!
Bryson has scored our opponents only points this year!
Just because an older student was your FASET leader, doesn’t
mean you can’t hook up with them.
Thank a FASET Leader... in anyway you can come up with.
I wish I had Type I Diabetes!
The New FC Class Rocks
Career fair in the CRC...no nerds allowed
Hey girl down the hall! NAE 9th floor! We want our olive oil
back!!!
I secretly have a stash of Peters Parking gates in my dungeoun.
You can’t have them back.
Room 24: Shacker Sanctuary
Sailors know the motion of the ocean, and we can emulate
Let’s go to Blacksburg and come back with a roast bird!
It’s hot because I don’t have an ‘off’ switch.
You were normal yesterday!
According to Connor, our dragon eats pledges in our chapter
room.
ID 2202 = learning to sleep in awkward positions

The depth of a truly excellent
RPG is difficult to obtain in that
relatively short amount of time,
and Infinite Undiscovery is no exception.
The time-consuming part of
the game is that the save points
are spaced out in such a way that
the “game over” screen may elicit a
feeling of despair when you realize
how long it’s been since you were
last able to save.
With Tri-Ace as the game developer, the lack of depth in the
storyline is quite disappointing,
since this is the company that developed Star Ocean, a gem among
RPGs.
Square Enix, who released Infinite Undiscovery for the Xbox
360, is extremely well-respected
and well-known in the RPG community. This game had great potential to influence the genre, but
unfortunately, that potential was
never quite fulfilled.
While still a fun play, Infinite
Undiscovery may leave many
gamers wanting more innovation
from Microsoft than the company
seems able to give them at this
point in time.

Come to our weekly meeting Tuesday
at 7:00 p.m. in room137 of the Student
Services building and eat free pizza.

Image Courtesy of Square Enix

Square Enix’s new release Infinite Undiscovery is a beautiful game
though somewhat lacking in innovation and gaming substance.

shun the real-time approach of the
game, where battles and situations
change in response to the player’s
choices, it is an evolution in RPGs
that many find unique and entertaining.
The world of Infinite Undiscovery is based upon certain humans
having the ability to use magic,
due to the moon phase they were
born under. One group, called the
Order of the Chains, seeks to disrupt this flow of magic by chaining the moon to the earth, sending them on a collision course. A
man named Sigmund the Liberator is the people’s only hope.
The main character of the
game, Capell, gets tossed into this
mess when he is mistakenly confused for Sigmund the Liberator
due to their mysterious identical
appearance.
It is the player’s mission to explore the world with Capell and
his allies in order to destroy various chains and help out your fellow citizens. The likeable and humorous characters make for some
good dialogue along the way.
Like all other RPGs, exploring
the world and fighting your way
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Strong performances save slow Kill
Release Date: Sept. 12, 2008
DiRectoR: Jon Avnet
GenRe: Crime, drama, mystery
RatinG: R for violence, perva-

sive language, some sexuality
and brief drug use
staRRinG: Al Pacino, Robert De
Niro
Our take: «««««
By Kenny Philips
Staﬀ Writer

Robert De Niro and Al Pacino
share the screen in Righteous Kill
(this season’s serial crime thriller)
as partnered New York City police
detectives.
Thrown into a new serial murderer’s killing spree, which eerily
mirrors the detectives’ personal
ideals, the two partners have to
find the man behind the crime.
The film showcases the attitudes of Turk (De Niro) and
Rooster (Pacino) as extremely
tough NYPD detectives walking
the usual beat they’ve been on for
years: taking care of the challenging crimes with guns, gusto, and
investigation.
That is, until a new serial poem
vigilante suddenly appears and
kills criminals that have escaped
through the cracks of the law.
Under psychiatric evaluation for a
shoot-out that occurred before the
appearance of this killer, the two

Image Courtesy of Overture Films

Robert De Niro and Al Pacino, NYPD partners, investigate a
crime scene in Jon Avnet’s latest crime ﬂick, Righteous Kill.
detectives take the case and lead
their team.
The young Detective Perez
(John Leguizamo) and Detective
Riley (Donnie Wahlburg) begin
to suspect Turk as the vigilante
killer.
Everything has been supplied
to make this movie the greatest
in the post-summer film season;
however as a serial crime thriller,
the film just doesn’t perform well.
The only “action” in the film
is De Niro hard-loving his coroner girlfriend (played by Carla
Gugino) and a few bullets to the
heads and chests of a select sample
of criminals. It’s not enough to get
the blood pumping.
The suspense is clearly lacking serious direction. Without
the necessary suspense, the movie
doesn’t deliver as it should and the
inability to move you to the edge

of your seat cripples the surprise
intended in the conclusion.
On the positive side, the acting
is astounding and the setting provides the right mood to place an
essential atmosphere in the minds
of the viewers.
Jon Avnet does a fantastic job
directing lighting and camera
work; everything that sets films
apart from written works is accomplished with the utmost confidence and talent.
Frankly, Righteous Kill reaches its intended effect by putting
De Niro and Pacino together for
an entire movie. They have a great
supporting cast, but they still run
the show.
I would recommend any fan of
either actor to head to the theater
immediately, but I caution you
not to expect a climactic thriller
with a tour de force ending.
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Fringe

from page 17

of saving the seemingly doomed
agent rests on Olivia’s shoulders.
Olivia needs the help of Dr.
Walter Bishop (John Noble, wellcast although slightly over-thetop), who remains in a mental institution after admittance 17 years
before.
Visitation rights are only allowed to immediate family, and as
a result, Olivia seeks the help of
Dr. Bishop’s only remaining family, his genius son Peter (Joshua
Jackson, fits well in the role). Peter
is using his mental facility to make
money in Iraq and is reluctant to
return home. However, with a little threatening, Olivia convinces
Peter to release his father, and the
investigation delves further into
the strange and unknown.
Commissioned by the United
States military in the seventies,
Dr. Bishop was a leading scientist in the area of “fringe” science
(or
pseudoscience),
per for m i ng
research on
a variety of
pa ra norma l
subjects, including teleportation,
telepathy and
other science
fiction mysteries.
Dr.
Bishop plans
to use his
k nowledge
and prior re-

search to help save Agent Scott.
Meanwhile the viewers are introduced to a mysterious corporation
named Massive Dynamic and
learn of a disturbing trend in paranormal activity, simply referred to
as “the pattern.”
The most promising aspects of
the show are the numerous possibilities for the plot to interweave
strange phenomena with a mythology that constantly keeps the
viewer guessing.
However, the bulk of the drama revolves around actress Torv,
and her capability to carry a series
of this magnitude is highly questionable.
Joshua Jackson, the only familiar face in the show, provides some
help, but the pilot would have
fared better had the story focused
on him as the central character.
I have high hopes for the subsequent episodes, and the final scene
of the pilot episode left me wanting more, even though it ended
in a manner reminiscent of those
edge-of-your-seat Lost episodes.

Image Courtesy of Fox Broadcasting Netwok
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Coen brothers’ Burn After Reading revels in ridiculousness
Release Date: Sept. 12, 2008
Director: Joel and Ethan Coen
Genre: Crime/Comedy
Rating: Rated R for pervasive

language, some sexual content
and violence
Starring: George Clooney,
Brad Pitt, Frances McDormand
and John Malkovich
Our take: «««« «
By Jennifer Aldoretta
Assistant Entertainment Editor

Last Friday, Joel and Ethan
Coen released their latest soonto-be hit, Burn After Reading.
The film showcases such talents as
George Clooney, Brad Pitt, Tilda
Swinton and Frances McDormand.
After the Coens’ Oscar winner,
No Country for Old Men, Burn
After Reading was undoubtedly
anticipated by Coen fans and critics alike.
The film follows two Hardbodies fitness center employees, Linda
Litzke (McDormand) and Chad
Feldheimer (Pitt), who find themselves in way over their heads after
discovering a CD in the gym locker room that contains the memoirs
of former CIA agent Osborne Cox
(played by John Malkovich).
A completely ridiculous series
of events ensues as a result of this
discovery, and every event thereaf-

ter is blown way out of proportion
and makes very little comprehensible sense.
Litzke and Feldheimer seem to
have absolutely no clue what the
hell is going on for most of the
film and find themselves breaking and entering, talking to the
Russian Embassy, calling strangers in the middle of the night and
becoming romantically involved
with cheating scum (who are incidentally cheating on their cheating scum).
Although this new film is certainly far more light-hearted than
No Country, it will not disappoint
the viewer by any means.
With a cast filled with such
highly-respected actors and actresses, it comes as no surprise
that the performances are well
above par. While all characters
were played quite well, it must be
said that Pitt is by far the most entertaining in the film.
He is the perfect stereotype of
a personal trainer—overwhelmingly upbeat and chipper with less
than half a brain in his head. And
unlike nearly every other character in the film, most of whom fall
into the cheating-scum-cheatingon-their-cheating-scum category,
Feldheimer is actually a decent
human being.
Pitt seems so natural in this
goofy role that seeing his character wearing a suit in a few scenes
feels uncomfortably unnatural.
Burn After Reading is fueled

Image Courtesy of Focus Features

by greed, infidelity and paranoia.
Despite this, it is unbelievably
funny, and even more so in retrospect.
As is typical with Coen films,
the writing and directing are both
very pervasive. The close-up shots,
the distinct camera angles and the
dark comedy all point to Joel and
Ethan Coen, and the common
Coen theme of a seemingly simple

criminal act going horribly awry
holds strong.
While Burn After Reading is a
great film, it is also a double-edged
sword. The utter confusion and
ridiculousness is one of its most
obvious strengths but also the
biggest flaw. At times, the writing
is so out of control and the characters appear to be so out of the
loop that nothing seems to really

happen. These occurrences provide a whole lot of nobody-knowswhat-the-hell-is-going-on and not
enough plot development.
But don’t let my slight naysaying keep you from the theatre.
Any fan of the Coen legacy will
be sure to enjoy Burn After Reading. Its kooky characters and silly
situations will be sure to grip your
attention from beginning to end.
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Theme Crossword: Misanthropy
By Robert Zimmerman
United Features Syndicate

ACROSS
1. Cogito ergo —
4. Meat-stock jelly
9. Imperial
14. City in India
19. — de coeur
20. Early sci-fi writer
21. City in the Mohawk
Valley
22. Great epic
23. Tanker’s load
24. Start of a quip by Roseanne Barr: 4 wds.
27. Country’s — Tucker
29. Sycophant
30. Freeloader
31. Pickled fish
32. West End
playhouse
34. Harvests
36. Go aimlessly
38. Sorrows
39. Put up
41. Treat unjustly
44. Part 2 of quip:
3 wds.
49. Bend limply
51. Parches
53. Malt beverage
54. Church’s
nonfeast day
56. Softened
58. Patched place
59. — avis
61. Unnaturally blond
62. Doctrine
64. A dir.
65. Pixilated
68. Strike with a whip
DOWN
1. F. — Fitzgerald
2. Dickens’ — Heep
3. Winnie-the-Pooh writer
4. Flyboy
5. Wine quality
6. Voiced
objections
7. — — uncertain terms
8. Chavez or Millan
9. Kipling
10. After printemps
11. Cookie brand:

71. Like some copy paper
73. Part 3 of quip:
4 wds.
77. Bank offering:
2 wds.
79. Lab compound
80. Set right
83. Baseball stat.
84. Actress Kirsten —
86. Position
89. Snick and —
90. Sleeves
92. Gordon and Buzzi
94. “— bleu!”
96. Amatol
ingredient
97. Send
99. Dirties
101. Part 4 of quip:
3 wds.
104. Warehouse
106. Movie-set items
108. Statistics
109. Be acceptable
111. Island in the Aegean
113. Swanky
117. — — mode
120. Brenda of comics
122. Bitter drug
124. Race of Norse gods
125. End of the quip: 5
wds.
129. Poli — (college major)
130. Gift getter
131. — nous
132. Make expiation
133. Cry of discovery
134. Hasten
135. Place
136. Hemstitched
137. Prescription drug, for
short
2 wds.
12. Summit
13. Stratum
14. Extreme
traditionalist
15. Annex
16. Kind of story
17. Be averse to
18. Paragon
25. — fixe
26. Barge
28. A loud crying out
33. Snorkling venue
35. Salon service

37. Early Robin Williams
role
40. Add: 2 wds.
42. — hole (links pub)
43. Waterfowl
44. Sharp projection
45. Mideast carrier: 2
wds.
46. Old letter of a kind
47. Test
48. Output
50. Variety of pasta
52. Kernel
55. Familiar saying

57. Stage scenery
60. Corpuscle
63. Drink to excess
66. Snitched
67. U.K. fragrance
69. Upperclassman: abbr.
70. Rings
72. Aid to the poor
74. Two-faced god
75. Clear a blockage
76. Buoy
77. Lacerate
78. Tripped up
81. Gainsay

82. Legend akin
to Bigfoot
85. Poor: hyph.
87. Acad.
88. Fair of a kind:
2 wds.
91. Drinks
93. Wild plum
95. Abbr. in a citation
98. Rumpled
100. Spread open
102. Cooked a certain way
103. Conduct
105. Long-tailed monkey

107. Musical work
110. Seizes
112. Love seats
114. State in India
115. Recessed area
116. Three-tone chord
117. Appends
118. Fly up and around
119. English queen
121. Torn
123. Diminutive suffix
126. Plumbing fitting
127. Gun gp.
128. Another dir.

ADVERTISING

www.gatechCLASSIFIEDS.com
100 Real Estate
for sale
Foreclosed Duplex/Townhouse
in Atlantic Station 3 bd/2 1/2 bath Stainless
Apl, Granite Countertops, Top of the line
everthing orginally sold for $550,000
will sell for $399,000 404-786-7100

600 Employment/Jobs

Advertise
with us!
learn and friendly with high energy and a
great smile. Lunch availability during the
weekdays and weekends is necessary.
Please apply in person between the hours
of 3:00 and 5:00 PM Monday-Friday at 3321
Lenox Road Atlanta, GA 30326. Be ready
to fill out an application and interview.

!BARTENDING!$300/DayPotential.No

Houston’s Restaurant on Lenox Road

Experience Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18+ OK. Call 1-800-965-6520 X216.

is currently looking for SERVERS and
GREETERS. Those who apply must be
professional, well spoken, driven, quick to

Thanks for the support!

Help Create a Miracle Are you
energetic, open, reliable and loving? We
invite you to be a part of our in-home
program to help our ten year-old son
recover from Autism. Be paid while you
play! Location: Virginia Highlands. Call or
email Cal’s Mom and Dad at 404-733-6392/
psandor@bellsouth.net

Help Create a Miracle Are you
energetic, open, reliable and loving? We
invite you to be a part of our in-home
program to help our ten year-old son
recover from Autism. Be paid while you
play! Location: Virginia Highlands. Call or
email Cal’s Mom and Dad at 404-733-6392/
psandor@bellsouth.net

WANTED! Street teamers needed to
put up posters & hand out flyers on/
around campus for Center Stage,

gatechclassifieds.com

The Loft & Vinyl. FREE CONCERT
TICKETS as compensation-Please
contact tania@rivalentertainment.com

730 Miscellaneous Services
THE BIGGEST POSTER SALE.
Biggest and Best Selection. Choose
from over 2000 different images.
FINE ART, MUSIC, MODELS, HUMOR,
ANIMALS, PERSONALITIES, LANDSCAPES,
MOTIVATIONALS, PHOTOGRAPHY.
MOST IMAGES ONLY $7, $8 AND $9 SEE
US AT Student Center Commons-The
Piedmont Room ON Monday Sept.15

th thru Friday Sept.19 th,2008 THIS
SALE IS SPONSORED BY Student Center

750 Tutoring
Services
Having trouble with chemistry?? We
can help. www.chemistry professor.com

800
Travel
Spring Break 2009. Sell Trips, Earn
Cash and Go Free. Call for Group Discounts.
Best Prices Guaranteed! Best Parties!
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas, S.
Padre, Florida. Information/Reservations
1-800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.
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Piled Higher & Deeper by Jorge Cham

Crossword Solution from page 23

COMICS

Non Sequitur by Wiley

COMICS

Non Sequitur by Wiley

DILBERT ® by Scott Adams
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